Internal Medicine Meeting 2016 recordings offer you a selection of over 170 Scientific Program Sessions and Pre-Courses. Now you can get the sessions you missed and the ones you want to have for your library. Recordings are available in a variety of packages and formats so you can choose the combination that works best for you. Packages are delivered on a USB flash drive (or you can select the option for a disc).

**The Works—This Package Has It All!**
The most comprehensive meeting recording package. This package contains over 170 sessions combined with six Pre-Courses and reference material. If you can’t decide on a format, not to worry—this package gives you all available formats: Audio and AudioPoint, delivered on USB flash drive or optional disc, plus Instant Online Access. Free domestic shipping is included.

**Pre-Meeting Price**
Audio, AudioPoint, Online: $1295

**The Complete Internal Medicine Package**
This package has all 170+ recorded scientific program sessions and six Pre-Courses, plus PDFs of all related reference materials. Delivered on USB flash drive or optional disc. Choose your preferred learning format.

Audio: $795  AudioPoint: $995  Online: $995

**The Scientific Program Package**
For those who just want the scientific program sessions (170+) and related reference material, this package is for you. Pick your format and delivery mode.

Audio: $699  AudioPoint: $799  Online: $799

**CME75 Package**
75 scientific sessions with highly relevant clinical content. Faculty present practical information that can immediately be applied to patient care. This package is designated for up to 75 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™ and 75 MOC points. See pages 4 to 7 for sessions included in the CME75 Package. Sessions are indicated by the 7% symbol.

Online: $995
Add to The Works Package for only $295

**CME15 Package**
CME15 is an excellent way to keep abreast of recent advances and controversies in internal medicine. The Updates provide an analysis of the year’s most important published papers in internal medicine and the subspecialties. The Multiple Small Feedings of the Mind sessions provide evidence-based answers to difficult patient management problems. This package is designated for up to 15 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™ and 15 MOC Points.

Online: $495

All pricing shown is ACP member pricing. Non-member pricing will reflect a 10% surplus charge. Please visit www.playbackacp.com/mail1 for full pricing details.
Hospital Medicine Package
Perfect for the busy physician practicing in an inpatient setting, the Hospital Medicine Package includes over 35 hospital medicine sessions along with two popular Pre Courses: Perioperative Medicine 2016 and Critical Care Medicine 2016.

See pages 4-7 for sessions included in the Hospital Medicine Package. Sessions are indicated by the L57847.

Audio: $395  AudioPoint: $495
Online: $495  Works: $595

Add on:
CME75 Package to the Hospital Medicine Works Package for $495

Pre-Course Package
This collection includes six full-day pre-courses and the corresponding reference material. Available in all formats-select the one that best suits you.

Audio: $499  AudioPoint: $599
Online: $599

Create Your Own Package-20 Pack
Choose any 20 scientific sessions and create a customized learning package.

Choose your format
Audio: 20 sessions for $339
AudioPoint: 20 sessions for $399

Individual sessions are available for $20. See website for full list.

CME Credit and MOC Points
The American College of Physicians is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to provide continuing medical education (CME) for physicians.

The ACP designates each enduring material for the number of AMA PRA Category 1 Credits(s)™ listed below. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

CME75 Package: 75 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits(s)™
CME15 Package: 15 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits(s)™
Maintenance of Certification Exam Prep Course: 22 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits(s)™
Internal Medicine Board Review Course: 45 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits(s)™

Successful completion of these CME activities, which includes participation in the evaluation component, enables the participant to earn MOC points in the American Board of Internal Medicine’s (ABIM) Maintenance of Certification program. Participants will earn MOC points equivalent to the amount of CME credits claimed for the activity. It is the CME activity provider’s responsibility to submit participant completion information to ACCME for the purpose of granting ABIM MOC points.

All pricing shown is ACP member pricing. Non-member pricing will reflect a 10% surplus charge. Please visit www.playbackacp.com/mail1 for full pricing details.

Order online: www.playbackacp.com/mail1 or call toll-free 800-241-7785. Refer to MD5118M1 for discount pricing. See order form for special discounts.
Package Formats: Which Best Meets Your Needs?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Key Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>Computer, MP3 Player, Mobile Device</td>
<td>Hear the presenters; delivered as Flash Drive or optional MP3 CD or optional DVD-ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioPoint</td>
<td>Computer, Tablet, Mobile Device</td>
<td>Hear the presenters and see synched PowerPoint; delivered as Flash Drive or optional MP3 CD or optional DVD-ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Computer, Tablet, Mobile Device</td>
<td>Immediate online access to all sessions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pre-Course and Scientific Program Recordings

Pre-Courses
- P1 Advances in Therapy
- P2 Cardiology for the Internist 2016: “The Key Points”
- P3 Critical Care Medicine 2016
- P4 Diabetes for the Internist
- P5 Neurology for the Internist
- P6 Perioperative Medicine 2016

Cardiology
- 101 Cardio-Oncology: Managing Heart Disease in the Cancer Patient
- 102 Chest Pain: Evaluation and Management
- 103 Coronary Intervention: Nuts and Bolts
- 104 Heart Failure: Updated Management to Optimize Outcomes
- 105 Optimal Management of Chronic CAD
- 106 Preventive Cardiology: Men and Women, Young and Old

- 107 The Abnormal ECG: What to Do Next?
- 108 Update in Cardiology
- 109 Valvular Heart Disease: Evaluation and Management
- 110 Vascular Disease: Screening and Management for Primary Care Physicians

Career and Professionalism
- 111 Annals Articles That Can Change Practice 2015-2016
- 112 Engaging the Internal Medicine Community in Redesigning MOC
- 113 Finding the Joy in Medicine and Life
- 114 Patient Partnership: Harnessing the Power of the Healing Relationship
- 115 Presentation Skills for Physicians: Making Your Next Teaching Presentation Go Better Than Your Last
- 116 What Makes a Good Volunteer?

Clinical Pearls
- 117 Clinical Pearls: Perioperative Medicine and Gastroenterology
- 118 Clinical Pearls: Hematology and Dermatology
- 119 Clinical Pearls: Psychiatry and Infectious Diseases

Legend
- Hospital Medicine Package
- CME15 Package
- CME75 Package

Order online: www.playbackacp.com/mail1 or call toll-free 800-241-7785. Refer to MD5118M1 for discount pricing. See order form for special discounts.
Clinical Pharmacology

120 Debriding the Medication List: Reducing Polypharmacy in the Elderly
121 Top Ten Medication Errors
122 Toward Safer and More Effective Opioid Prescribing: CDC Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for Chronic Pain, 2016
123 Update in New Medications

Early Career Physicians, Residents/Fellows

124 Building Practical Resiliency and Mental Toughness
125 Career Crossroads: Choosing Your Path
126 Effective Negotiation Skills
127 How to Advance from Assistant to Associate Professor: The Pathway to Progression in Academic Medicine
128 Leading and Managing Change
129 The Power of Persuasion: Writing an Op-Ed That Matters

Endocrinology

130 Androgen Therapy in Men
131 Clinical Triad: Men’s Health—ED, Prostate, Androgen Replacement
132 Common Thyroid Disorders: Evaluation and Management
133 Osteoporosis: Ongoing Controversies
134 Outpatient Diabetes Management
135 Update in Endocrinology

Ethics and Health Policy

136 60 Minutes: Special Report on Hot Issues in Health Policy
137 A Return to Bedside Medicine: Countering the Hidden Curriculum
138 Accepting Patients With Disabilities Into Your Practice: Tools and Tips to Make the Transition Work for Everyone
139 Ethics and EHRs: Best Practices for Patient Care and Training
140 Ethics Year in Review

141 Ethics, Law, and Shared Decision Making: Multicultural Approaches to End-of-Life Care
142 High-Value International Care: How Other Countries Are Choosing Wisely in Using Limited Health Care Resources
143 How Will the 2016 Elections Impact the U.S. Health Care System?
144 The Affordable Care Act Health Coverage Expansion: Two and a Half Year Progress Report
145 When Someone Else Must Decide: Surrogate Decision Making in Clinical Practice—Ethical Challenges Role Play

Gastroenterology and Hepatology

146 Clinical Triad: Screening for GI Malignancies—Esophagus, Pancreas, and Colon
147 Colorectal Cancer Screening: Current Standards of Care
148 Evaluation of the Patient with Abnormal Liver Tests
149 Evolving Paradigms in Chronic Hepatitis
150 Gluten and Wheat Sensitivity in Primary Care: New Concepts, Evolving Knowledge, and Treatment Approaches
151 IBD: Key Concepts and Treatment Paradigms
152 Update in Gastroenterology and Hepatology

Geriatric Medicine

153 Dementia: Key Issues for Mild, Moderate, and Late Stages

154 Evidence-Based Geriatric Assessment: In Search of the Fountain of Youth
155 Oropharyngeal Dysphagia: When Feeding and Swallowing May Be Hazardous
156 Sexual Disorders in Aging Women
157 Update in Geriatric Medicine

Health Information Technology

158 Changing EHRs, Changing Practices
159 EHR Optimization for Internists: Improving Outcomes, Quality, and Safety for Populations of Patients with Chronic Conditions
160 EHRs and Medical Students: Best Practices and Barriers for Teaching EHR Documentation and Use
161 Engaging the e-Patient: How Technology, Transparency, and Attitude Can Improve Practice for You and Your Patients
162 Meaningful Use: Are We There Yet?
163 What May Change Your Practice Tomorrow: Hot Topics in Medical Informatics

Hematology

164 Acquired Bleeding Disorders and Thrombocytopenia: Evaluation and Management
165 Clinical Triad: Venous Thromboembolism Diagnosis and Management—Appropriate Roles for Imaging and Devices
166 Hemolytic Anemia That You May See in Your Practice: Sickle Cell Disease, Autoimmune Hemolytic Anemia, and G-6-PD Deficiency
167 Polyclonal and Monoclonal Gammopathies
168 Update in Hematology and Oncology
169 Venous Thromboembolism: Evaluation and Management

Order online: www.playbackacp.com/mail1 or call toll-free 800-241-7785. Refer to MD5118M1 for discount pricing. See order form for special discounts.
Hospital Medicine
170 Acute Coronary Syndrome Update
171 AFib: Latest Choices
172 Creating a Teamwork Culture in the Hospital
173 Critical Care: Latest Evidence
174 Dermatology for the Hospitalist
175 Diabetes Management in the Hospital
176 Disaster Management and Preparedness: Lessons from the Field
177 Electrolytes, Acid–Base Case-Based Review
178 Endocrine Emergencies
179 Geriatrics for the Hospitalist
180 HCAP: Latest Evidence
181 Hematologic and Oncologic Emergencies
182 Hospital-Acquired Infections: C. difficile, MRSA, and Emerging Infections
183 Hyponatremia Management in the Hospital
184 Inpatient Hypertension Management
185 Inpatient Management of Acute and Chronic Liver Disease
186 Inpatient Medical Mysteries: Breaking Down a Case
187 Making the Hospital Safer: What Can Hospitalists Do?
188 Management of Acute COPD and Asthma Exacerbations in the Hospital
189 Managing the Difficult Patient in the Hospital
190 Obstetric Medicine: Medical Management of the Pregnant Patient
191 Palliative Care in the Hospital: Issues at the End of Life
192 Parsimonious Use of Blood Products in the Hospital

193 Perioperative Care: Latest Evidence for the Hospitalist
194 Recognizing and Managing Neurologic Emergencies
195 Sepsis
196 Stroke/TIA Update
197 Syncope
198 Teaching in the Hospital: Strategies to Help You Improve Tomorrow
199 Update in Hospital Medicine
200 Value-Based Purchasing for the Hospitalist
201 VTE Controversies

Infectious Diseases
202 Antibiotic Prophylaxis and Screening for Infections: Current Concepts and an Evidence-Based Approach
203 Common Ambulatory Genitourinary and Sexually Transmitted Infections
204 Emerging Infectious Diseases: An International Perspective on Ebola
205 HIV 2016
206 Pitfalls and Pearls of Common Outpatient Infections
207 Understanding and Implementing Vaccinations in Your Practice
208 Update in Infectious Disease
209 Vector-Borne Infections in the United States

Medical Practice Management
210 Advanced Coding: Do It Right
211 C. Wesley Eisele Lecture: Practice Transformation Aimed at Improving Efficiency and Joy in Practice
212 Choosing Between MIPS and APM: A Fork in the Road Ahead
213 Coding and Billing 101: Getting Paid for What You Do
214 Direct Patient Contracting Practices: Has Their Time Come?
215 Small Practice Strategies for Mastering the Complexities of Today’s World
216 Thriving in a Value-Based Payment World: Navigating Performance Measurement, Public Reporting, and Federal Incentive Programs

Multiple Small Feedings of the Mind
217 Multiple Small Feedings of the Mind: Women’s Health, Men’s Health, and Transgender Health
218 Multiple Small Feedings of the Mind: Gastroenterology, Psychiatry, and Osteoporosis
219 Multiple Small Feedings of the Mind: Cardiology, Alcohol Use Disorders, and Rheumatology

Nephrology and Hypertension
220 Approach to Resistant Hypertension
221 Controversies in the Treatment of Hypertension
222 Reducing Risk of Acute Kidney Injury in High-Risk Patients
223 Special Topics in Hypertension and Chronic Kidney Disease
224 Update in Nephrology and Hypertension

Legend
Hospital Medicine Package
CME15 Package
CME75 Package
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Designed to aid physicians preparing for the ABIM's Maintenance of Certification (MOC) Exam in internal medicine, Board Prep Ace: MOC is a video-based self-study program. Expert clinician-educators present interactive lectures to review the material most likely to be tested according to the most recent ABIM exam blueprint.

The video and audio delivery is organized into 12 lectures. With the Board Prep Ace App you can view the lectures in 5- to 10-minute single-question video clips.

**Release Date:** April 1, 2016

22 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™ and 22 MOC points

Course Director:
**Gauri G. Agarwal, MD, FACP**
Assistant Professor for Clinical Medicine, Assistant Regional Dean for Clinical Curriculum, University of Miami Miller School of Medicine

Course Co-Director:
**Daniel M. Lichtstein, MD, MACP**
Professor of Medicine, Regional Dean for Medical Education, University of Miami Miller School of Medicine

*Recording Guarantee*
If you do not pass the ABIM MOC Exam in Internal Medicine after reviewing the recorded version of the ACP MOC Exam Prep Course, you are eligible for one of two options:

- You may attend a live ACP Prep Course within twelve months of your ABIM notification date, subject to space availability, and not pay the registration fee.
- OR-
- You may receive an Online ACP MOC Exam Prep course.

To qualify, simply send a copy of the ABIM notification letter of your test results to info@PlaybackNow.com and inform us of the option you are choosing. To see a list of the course dates and locations go to http://www.acponline.org/education_recertification/recordings

**Board Prep Ace: MOC**
Provides an array of study formats designed to fit your lifestyle and work schedule.

Study Tools include:
- Video Online Online streaming
- Video Offline Choose flash-drive or disc
- Audio Package Choose flash-drive or disc
- Comprehensive Syllabus Printed copy + PDF (includes all reference material)
- Exclusive with Board Prep Ace:
- **Board Prep Ace Mobile App** Interactive video clips with multiple-choice questions delivered to your mobile device per a schedule you set.
- **Digital Flashcards** over 200 questions across 16 categories.
- **Plus,** enjoy Free Domestic Shipping.

**Board Prep Ace: MOC : $895**
**Save $100 when purchased with the Internal Medicine Meeting 2016 Works Package.**

A la carte Options (do not include the Board Prep Ace Mobile App, Digital Flashcards, or the printed syllabus)

- Video Online: $695, Video Offline: $695
- Audio: $395, Printed Syllabus: $75 (with purchase of an individual option)

**Learning Objectives**
1. Increase and refresh knowledge of core topics in internal medicine through presentations of common and not-so-common clinical problems.
2. Become adept working through difficult test questions logically and successfully.
3. Implement changes in clinical practice in accordance with recent advances and clinical guidelines.

Order online: [www.playbackacp.com/mail1](http://www.playbackacp.com/mail1) or call toll-free 800-241-7785. Refer to MD5118M1 for discount pricing. See order form for special discounts.
ACP Self-Study Course Recordings

ACP | Board Prep Ace ★ Certification

The most comprehensive review designed to help physicians prepare for the ABIM Certification Exam in internal medicine, Board Prep Ace: Certification is a video-based self-study program.

Nearly 650 case studies provide a complete review of the diagnosis and management of disorders in internal medicine and its subspecialties. The video and audio delivery is organized into 49 lectures. With the Board Prep Ace App you can view the lectures in 5- to 10-minute single question video clips.

Release Date: September 1, 2015
45 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™ and 45 MOC Points

Course Director:
Douglas S. Paauw, MD, MACP
Rathmann Family Foundation Chair in Patient-Centered Clinical Education, Professor of Medicine, Division of General Internal Medicine, University of Washington Medical Center

Course Co-Director:
Joyce E. Wipf, MD, FACP
Professor of Medicine, Division of General Internal Medicine, University of Washington, Director, Women’s Program for VA Puget Sound

*Recording Guarantee
If you do not pass the ABIM Board Review Exam in Internal Medicine after reviewing the recorded version of the ACP Board Prep Ace Certification Course, you are eligible for one of two options:
You may attend a live ACP Prep Course within twelve months of your ABIM notification date, subject to space availability, and not pay the registration fee.
-OR-
You may receive an Online ACP Board Prep Ace Certification course.
To qualify, simply send a copy of the ABIM notification letter of your test results to info@PlaybackNow.com and inform us of the option you are choosing. To see a list of the course dates and locations go to http://www.acponline.org/education_recertification/recordings

Board Prep Ace: Certification
Provides an array of study formats designed to fit your lifestyle and work schedule.

Study Tools include:

**Video Online** Online streaming

**Video Offline** Choose flash-drive or disc

**Audio Package** Choose flash-drive or disc

**Comprehensive Syllabus** Printed copy + PDF (includes all reference material)

Exclusive with Board Prep Ace:

**Board Prep Ace Mobile App**
Interactive video clips with multiple-choice questions delivered to your mobile device per a schedule you set.

**Digital Flashcards** over 200 questions across 16 categories.

Plus, enjoy Free Domestic Shipping.

Board Prep Ace: Certification: $1295**

**Save $100 when purchased with the Internal Medicine Meeting 2016 Works Package.**

A la carte Options (do not include the Board Prep Ace Mobile App, Digital Flashcards, or the printed syllabus)

**Video Online:** $995, **Video Offline:** $995

**Audio:** $495, **Printed Syllabus:** $75 (with purchase of an individual option)

Special pricing is available for ACP Resident/Fellow members. Visit www.playbackacp.com for full pricing information.

Learning Objectives:

1. Review internal medicine in preparation for the ABIM Certification Examination.
2. Identify strengths and weaknesses in internal medicine knowledge.
3. Integrate information from the many subspecialties of internal medicine.

Order online: www.playbackacp.com/mail1 or call toll-free 800-241-7785. Refer to MD5118M1 for discount pricing. See order form for special discounts.
ACP Procedural Shorts
The perfect tool for a quick refresher on office-based procedures. A series of 14 short films focused on different procedures with downloadable handouts included. Most videos are approximately 10 minutes long.
Topics include:
- Advanced Airway Techniques
- Ankle-Brachial Index by Doppler
- Arthrocentesis and Bursal Injection
- Cryosurgery Basics
- Incision and Drainage of Abscesses
- Lumbar Puncture
- PICC Line Replacement
- Skin Biopsy Techniques
- Soft Tissue Injections
- Suturing Skills-Basic and Advanced (2 parts)
- Toenail Removal
- Ultrasound-Guided Central Venous Line Placement

Online: (14 Videos): $99

Order online: www.playbackACP.com/mail1 or call toll-free 800-241-7785. Refer to MD5118M1 for discount pricing. See order form for special discounts.
### Packages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packages</th>
<th>Formats and Pricing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **The Works, Best Deal**<sup>*</sup> *Scientific Program Package and Pre-Course Package*  
All Formats: Audio, AudioPoint, and Online  
FREE Domestic Ground Shipping on Works Package | ☐ Works - Audio, AudioPoint, and Online $1295 |
| + **ADD CME75 Package to the Works Package** | ☐ Online $295 |
| **The Complete Internal Medicine Meeting 2016 Package**<sup>*</sup> *Scientific Program Package and Pre-Course Package plus all Reference Material* | ☐ Audio $795  
☐ Online $995  
☐ AudioPoint $995 |
| **Scientific Program Package**  
Over 170 sessions including Updates  
Scientific Program CD-ROM Reference Material | ☐ Audio $699  
☐ AudioPoint $799  
☐ Online $799 |
| **Pre-Course Package (6) Pre-Courses**  
Including Full 1-and 2-Day Courses  
Pre-Course CD-ROM of Reference Material | ☐ Audio $499  
☐ Online $599  
☐ AudioPoint $599 |
| **CME75 Package**  
Streaming and Download of 75 sessions | ☐ Online $995 |
| **CME15 Package**  
Streaming and Download of 15 sessions | ☐ Online $495 |
| **Hospital Medicine Package**  
Over 35 sessions and 2 Pre-Courses  
Works Package includes Audio, AudioPoint, and Online | ☐ Audio $395  
☐ AudioPoint $495  
☐ Online $495  
☐ Works $595 |
| + **ADD CME75 Package to the Hospital Medicine Works Package** | ☐ Online $495 |
| **Create Your Own Package—Pick 20**  
Choose any 20 sessions to customize your package.  
Sessions found online. | ☐ Audio: 20 sessions for $339  
☐ AudioPoint: 20 sessions for $399 |

### Courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Courses</th>
<th>Formats and Pricing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Internal Medicine Board Review Course**  
Board Prep Ace: Certification–IMBR Version includes Audio, Video Offline, and Video Online | ☐ Audio $495  
☐ Video Offline $995  
☐ Video Online $95  
☐ ACE $1295 |
| **MOC Exam Preparation Course**  
Board Prep Ace: MOC-MOC Version includes Audio, Video Offline, and Video Online | ☐ Audio $395  
☐ Video Offline $695  
☐ Video Online $695  
☐ ACE $895 |
| **Resident/Fellow Member Discount**  
Take 10% Off!  
Resident ACP ID # _____________________ –10% | |
| **Non-Member**  
ADD 10% | |

*Substitute Disc for USB Flash Drive (Not available with online only packages) $0

### Shipping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipping</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>International</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Regular 7-10 business days | ☐ $20 | ☐ $25 | ☐ 20% of total  
$25 min/$195 max |
| Express 2-4 business days | ☐ $45 | ☐ $65 | N/A |
| Free Shipping | ☐ Works Package | N/A |

### Order Total

Special Discount: Get $25 off orders of $500 or more or $50 off orders of $1000 or more. Refer to Priority Code: **MD5118M1** for discount.

---
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